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Abstract

In this paper, we present a new Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) dedicated to fully automatic

segmentation of Glioblastoma brain tumors with high- and low-grade. The proposed CNNs model is inspired

by the Occipito-Temporal pathway which has a special function called selective attention that uses different

receptive field sizes in successive layers to figure out the crucial objects in a scene. Thus, using selective

attention technique to develop the CNNs model, helps to maximize the extraction of relevant features from

MRI images. We have also treated two more issues: class-imbalance, and the spatial relationship among

image Patches. To address the first issue, we propose two steps: an equal sampling of images Patches

and an experimental analysis of the effect of weighted cross-entropy loss function on the segmentation

results. In addition, to overcome the second issue, we have studied the effect of Overlapping Patches against

Adjacent Patches where the Overlapping Patches show a better segmentation result due to the introduction

of the global context as well as the local features of the image Patches compared to the conventionnel

Adjacent Patches method. Our experiment results are reported on BRATS-2018 dataset where our End-

to-End Deep Learning model achieved state-of-the-art performance. The median Dice score of our fully

automatic segmentation model is 0.90, 0.83, 0.83 for the whole tumor, tumor core, and enhancing tumor

respectively compared to the Dice score of radiologist, that is in the range 74% — 85%. Moreover, our

proposed CNNs model is not only computationally efficient at inference time, but it could segment the whole

brain on average 16 seconds. Finally, the proposed Deep Learning model provides an accurate and reliable

segmentation result, and that makes it suitable for adopting in research and as a part of different clinical

settings.
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1. Introduction

A brain tumor is a growing abnormal cell in the brain or central spin canal (Young and Knopp, 2006).

According to the NBTS 1, in the United Kingdom, there are more than 4.200 patients with primary brain

tumors (Logeswari and Karnan, 2009). In the United States of America, each year, 13.000 patients die,

and 29.000 patients suffering from primary brain tumors (Singh et al., 2012). Moreover, each patient has a5

different health condition, age, gender, and a different tumor that could appear anywhere in the brain.

With this huge number of patients in the world and the massive medical data such as device recording, mag-

netic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission tomography (PET), ultrasound, computed tomography

(CT), X-rays, emerged the need to discover new techniques for the treatment of patients. In addition, the

diagnosis period plays a very important role, especially when we have patients with life-threatening (Schnei-10

der et al., 2010) diseases such as Gliomas tumors, these tumors according to the World Health Organization

classification (Gupta and Dwivedi, 2017; Louis et al., 2016), have 4 grades (I, II, III, IV). In addition, Gliomas

affect children between 5 and 10 years (Goodman and Fuller, 2014), and adults between 40 and 65 years

(Schneider et al., 2010). Moreover, Gliomas tumors are the most frequent primary brain tumors in adults

(Holland, 2001), these tumors represent 81% of all malignant brain tumors (Ostrom et al., 2014), and 45% of15

all primary brain tumors (Liu et al., 2016). Some patients with Gliomas tumors have survival rate between

0.05% and 4.7% (Ostrom et al., 2014), representing with that the second reason of death. In this paper, our

method is oriented to the segmentation of Glioblastomas (see figure 1) which are brain tumors belonging to

the category of Gliomas tumors.

Figure 1: The four multi-sequence MR images of patients with Glioblastomas tumors. From left to right: Flair, T1, T1c, T2, Ground
Truth (GT) labels (created by expert). The color is used to distinguish between the tumor regions: red: Necrotic and Non-Enhancing
tumor, green: Peritumoral Edema, yellow: Enhancing tumor, black: Healthy tissue and background. Best viewed in color.

20

Usually, an expert radiologist uses MRI as the most effective (Akram and Usman, 2011; Bhandarkar

and Nammalwar, 2001) technique to generate Multi-modal images to identify different tumor regions in the

soft tissues. Moreover, the radiologist generates four standard MRI images modalities for Gliomas diagnosis

(Işın et al., 2016): T2-weighted fluid attenuated inversion recovery (Flair), T1-weighted (T1), T1-weighted

1NBTS: National Brain Tumor Society
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contrast-enhanced (T1c), and T2-weighted (T2) for each patient, then each region of Gliomas tumors needs25

to be segmented pixel-by-pixel in each slice until the 3D brain volume is divided into meaningful regions

as shown in the Ground Truth image (see figure 1). After that, this segmentation map is used for treat-

ment sessions, surgery planning, and follow-up to see if the tumor is growing or shrinking. This procedure

from generating Multi-modal MR images, segmentation, diagnosis, treatment, and follow-up, takes at least

2 months and around 5% of patients stay under this procedure for 5 years (Ostrom et al., 2014).30

To interpret brain MRI images, a specialized radiologist employs a manual segmentation using information

from MRI images with anatomical and physiological knowledge (Işın et al., 2016). Where it’s known that

the manual segmentation in MRI images is a time-consuming and a tedious procedure (Abd-Ellah et al.,

2016). The key challenge is the interpretation and the segmentation of brain MRI images that depend on the

expertise of each radiologist (Akram and Usman, 2011). Moreover, the mission of radiologist becomes very35

difficult in the case if the tumor region has intra-tumoral structures such as the Glioblastomas tumors which

have three different structures besides healthy tissue inside the tumor region: Necrotic and Non-Enhancing

tumor, Peritumoral Edema, Enhancing tumor (see figure 1). That’s why the Dice score of human rater (i.e.

radiologists) is in the range 74% — 85% (Menze et al., 2015). In addition, the radiologist spends between 3

and 5 hours (Kaus et al., 2001) to extract features manually from MRI images then to label each pixel if it40

belongs to a tumor region and which region from 3 regions or it belongs to healthy tissue. Thus, the manual

segmentation is a time-consuming compared to automated methods which take between few seconds and

20 minutes using GPU implementation. Since the aim is to obtain a segmentation of brain tumors, given

the number of patients, obviously fully automated segmentation methods are practical for day-to-day use in

clinical centers and for research.45

After the breakthrough in 2012 in the field of computer vision where a team developed a deep learning

model called AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012), this model outperformed the state-of-the-art methods and

it achieved the best result in the field of object recognition. Since 2014, many deep learning-based research

(Ben naceur et al., 2018; Havaei et al., 2017; Pereira et al., 2015) have been proposed in the field of brain

tumor segmentation. Also, in the last decades, we noticed that the number of published papers involving50

brain tumor segmentation increased exponentially (Menze et al., 2015), this increase indicates that creating

a Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CAD) (Akram and Usman, 2011; El-Dahshan et al., 2014) has always been a

highly needed option and necessary (Zhang et al., 2001). In addition, some patients have aggressive tumors

that need to be treated in less than two months. This CAD system could decrease the needed time for the

diagnosis process (El-Dahshan et al., 2014) and it could give to Oncologists more time with their patients55

in the process of treatment and follow-up.

The addressed problem in this paper is how to obtain the most accurate and reliable brain tumor segmenta-

tion in the light of many challenges: the most important one is (i) Glioblastomas tumors have 3 sub-regions
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in addition to Healthy tissue: Necrotic and Non-Enhancing tumor, Peritumoral Edema, Enhancing tumor,

where also Gliomas, including Glioblastomas, invade the surrounding tissue rather than displacing it, causing60

unclear boundaries, moreover, Gliomas in MRI images have the same appearance as Gliosis, stroke, inflam-

mation, blood spots (Goetz et al., 2016), to solve this problem, we propose a CNNs model that is inspired

by the Occipito-Temporal Pathway (OTP), this structure made up of many sub-regions (V1, V2, V4, IT)

(Desimone et al., 1989). The design of our CNNs model allows to maximize the features’ representation of

Glioblastomas tissue, also leads to detect and predict even small regions with fuzzy borders.65

(ii) The second challenge is the Artificial Neural Networks, including CNNs, do not perform well with highly

unbalanced data such as BRATS dataset where 98% of data (Havaei et al., 2017) are healthy tissue (i.e.

non-tumorous). The training of CNNs architecture with unbalanced data, will make predictions with low

sensitivity, thus the CNNs architecture will bias toward the healthy class. In medical applications, the most

important metric for a clinical decision support system is sensitivity (Hashemi et al., 2018) toward tumoral70

regions. Thus, to overcome this problem, we conduct many class-weighting evaluations (see section 3.4) by

adding weights to the loss function. Like this, we can adjust the contribution of each output by a specific

weight, which has been shown to be effective for image segmentation (Badrinarayanan et al., 2015) and for

the problem of unbalanced medical data such as brain tumor segmentation (see section 3).

(iii) The third challenge is common in semantic image segmentation problem, where this challenge is about75

the reduction of features during the pooling layers and convolution striding (Chen et al., 2017). To treat this

challenge, we use short and long skip connections (Drozdzal et al., 2016; He et al., 2016) which encourage

the reuse of low-level features such as lines, edges. The combination of low-level features with high-level

features such as shapes, objects helps CNNs architectures to better locate the boundaries of tumor regions.

(iv) The fourth challenge is to make the prediction more accurate by solving the limitation of segmentation80

methods that are based on image Patches; it’s known that CNNs do not take into account the relationship

among image Patches (Zhao et al., 2018). In our work, Overlapping Patches is used to extract more Patches

in the intersection of Adjacent Patches. Like this, we can extract global features such as the relationship

among Patches and their positions in the entire brain image, as well as local features such as pixel intensity

and pixel label. Through this work, we developed an End-to-End framework for brain tumor segmentation85

based on a new inspired CNNs architecture. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first work succeed

to address these four challenges together.

In this paper, our goal is to propose and develop an End-to-End Deep Convolutional Neural Networks model

for fully automatic brain tumor segmentation. The proposed model is used to segment the brain tumors of

Glioblastomas with both high- and low-grade. For achieving this goal, we propose four contributions:90

1. First we propose a new Deep Learning model with 3 variants architectures which give more accurate

and reliable results, these architectures achieved a high segmentation performance compared to the
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state-of-the-art methods. Details of these contributions are dedicated to address the first and the third

challenges.

2. To overcome the unbalanced data problem, we studied the effect of class-weighting technique on CNNs95

segmentation results, where we propose a set of weights for the 4 sub-regions. Moreover, details of this

technique in section 3.4 are oriented to treat the second challenge.

3. We propose also Overlapping Patches technique to improve the segmentation results, i.e. the use of

Adjacent Patches help to extract local features, but the use of Overlapping Patches helps to use small

Patches and to extract both local and global features. The Overlapping Patches allowed us to handle100

the fourth challenge (in section 3.2).

4. Our CNNs model is a very fast model, also it could segment the whole brain on average 16 seconds,

i.e. reducing the number of parameters and using small Patches through Overlapping Patches helped

to reduce the training and the inference time.

After reviewing the state-of-the-art in the field of brain tumor segmentation, machine learning based105

methods, and the current CNNs-based methods in section 2. Then, we explain our approach for solving the

problem of brain tumor segmentation in section 3. Then, we describe BRATS dataset and the evaluation

metrics, also the results of our approach in section 4. Finally, the conclusion and the perspectives are

described in section 5.

2. Related work110

Most research on Pattern Recognition and Machine Learning from 1970s to 1990s: were based on features

engineering (i.e. hand-designed features) and mathematical models, in which the researchers use training

data to extract the input (binary or real) vector of features, then the research in 1990s to 2000s jumped

to use less feature engineering and more discriminative models which use a lot of data to extract several

features then using a classifier at the end of the pipeline to distinguish between the different classes. These115

classical approaches are in overall: threshold-based methods (Gibbs et al., 1996; Stadlbauer et al., 2004),

Region-based methods (Cates et al., 2005; Kaus et al., 2001), Edge-based methods (Caselles et al., 1993;

Lefohn et al., 2003), Atlas-based methods (Menze et al., 2010; Prastawa et al., 2003), Classification and

Clustering methods (Bhandarkar and Nammalwar, 2001; Clark et al., 1998; Fletcher-Heath et al., 2001).

These methods generally produce poor results and need a user interaction (e.g., region growing) most of120

the time and sensitive to noise (e.g., edge detector). Moreover, they need prior knowledge from experts and

feature engineering. Also, they are in overall computationally expensive and use a lot of memory due to

computing a huge number of features.

In 2006, appeared a new type of learning method called Deep Learning which uses a huge number of data

to extract many low-features such as lines, edges with different orientations then it combines them in a125
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hierarchical way to obtain high-level features such as shapes, objects, and faces. Moreover, the research on

tumor segmentation or lesion segmentation in overall with Deep Learning started in 2014.

(Havaei et al., 2017) proposed a fully automatic brain tumor segmentation method based on Cascaded Con-

volutional Neural Networks which are an extended version of the work (Axel et al., 2014), these Cascaded

Networks used two pathways that are trained in different phases to capture local and global features. They130

used also as input 2D Axial Patches with four MR sequences as channels where each pathway has a different

input patch size. Moreover, they proposed two stages of training for the problem of class-imbalance to

correct in the second training stage the Patches that are biased toward the wrong class. After that, they

applied a threshold technique as a post-processing method to remove the connected-components near to the

skull. In addition, this Cascaded architecture takes 180 seconds to segment the complete brain using GPU135

implementation (Havaei et al., 2017).

(Chang, 2016) developed a CNNs model that is based on two concepts (1) a fully convolutional architecture

that predicts a dense output matrix size as used in the original input (Long et al., 2015), (2) Hyperlocal

features concatenation; the input MR images is re-introduced in the concatenation layer before the output.

This technique is used first by (Yang and Ramanan, 2015) in their architecture Directed-Acyclic-Graph140

which is a new variant of standard CNNs (LeCun et al., 1998). The architecture of (Chang, 2016) has 7

convolution layers in addition to upsampling and concatenation layers. In this CNN architecture, 4 channels

of MRI images are used as an input (i.e., Flair, T2, T1c, T1). Moreover, this architecture takes 0.93 seconds

to segment the entire brain using GPU implementation (Chang, 2016).

(Ellwaa et al., 2016) proposed an iterative method which is based on a random forest with 100 trees, each145

of which has depth 45, their method extracts 328 features from MRI images, these features are gradient

features, appearance features, and context-aware features. The input to their method is 4 channels of MRI

images (i.e., FLair, T1, T1c, T2). This iterative method works by choosing in each iteration 5 patients and

add them to the training set, then they continue the training of this random forest until the training set

reaches 50 patients, where at 50 patients their iterative method stops.150

(Kamnitsas et al., 2016, 2017) developed a 3D-CNNs model for brain tumor segmentation based on the

model’s performance (Urban et al., 2014). These 3D-CNNs networks composed of dual pathway with 11

layers, the input to this network is 3D MRI images (i.e. Flair, T1, T1c, T2), also each pathway has a differ-

ent input patch size (i.e. 4× 253, 4× 193). Then, they added conditional random field as a post-processing

operation to remove mis-classification regions and as a spatial regularization. Moreover, they extended their155

network with residual connections (He et al., 2016), in which this new extended network (Kamnitsas et al.,

2016) did not obtain a big improvement compared to the original model (Kamnitsas et al., 2017). Their 3D

CNNs model takes 24 hours for training using GPU implementation, and for testing, it takes 35 seconds to

segment the entire brain.
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(Zhao et al., 2018) developed a brain tumor segmentation method based on the integration of CNNs and160

conditional random field in one network, as opposed to (Kamnitsas et al., 2017) who used conditional random

field as a post-processing step. The authors of (Zhao et al., 2018) developed 3 CNNs networks that take as

an input 3 types of MRI images (i.e., Flair, T1c, T2). Each of these 3 networks use two pathways similar to

(Havaei et al., 2017; Kamnitsas et al., 2017), where these pathways are trained on 2D image Patches (i.e.,

33 × 33 and 65 × 65) and slices (i.e. 240 × 240) from axial, coronal and sagittal views. For the testing165

step, the prediction results from 3 views are fused using a voting strategy. Moreover, these 3 networks took

12 days for training using GPU implementation, and for testing, each model took for each view (i.e., axial,

sagittal, coronal) on average 3 minutes to segment the entire brain, i.e., 3 networks × 3 minutes in addition

to fusion time which is not reported in the original paper.

In a previous work (Ben naceur et al., 2018), we proposed 3 fully automatic brain tumor segmentation meth-170

ods, where we achieved the state-of-the-art performance. The proposed methods are based on the concept

of incremental optimization; after one cycle of training, a new block is added automatically on top of last

blocks. The followed strategy in this work is based on 2 rules (1) as we add more layers, we get a better

segmentation performance, (2) after many experiments to form one block, we found that deep learning mod-

els that are based on 2 or 3 consecutive layers of convolution provide a good segmentation performance.175

This new strategy called automated machine learning (AutoML) (Zoph et al., 2018; Pham et al., 2018), is

a new field of artificial intelligence; AutoML attempts to design new machine learning models without the

intervention of users. The proposed segmentation methods are trained on 2D image Patches (32 × 32) that

are extracted from the Axial view. The training time took ≈ 5 hours and the testing time took in range 19 -

21 seconds to segment the entire brain tumor using GPU implementation. The limitation of this method is180

the GPU memory; where after a certain training time, the memory gets overwhelmed by the added blocks.

To overcome this issue, we replaced in this paper the added blocks by a new concept called modules. These

modules are inspired by the interconnection among the brain’s regions: retina, V1, V2, V4, IT.

(Mlynarski et al., 2019) developed a fully automatic brain tumor segmentation method based on a combina-

tion of six models of 3D Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) architectures. Each of these architectures185

is composed of three (or five) CNNs architectures, also, these architectures are trained independently and

dedicated for one MRI view (e.g. Axial, Coronal or Sagittal slices of the input image) and one architecture

based on 3D CNNs. The proposed segmentation 3D CNNs model is trained on channels concatenation be-

tween extracted feature maps from the Axial, Coronal and Sagittal dedicated architectures and two (T2 ,

T1c) or four (T2, T2-Flair, T1, T1c) 3D multisequence MR images. The technique of using feature maps190

as an additional input into the architecture of another CNNs, is used by (Havaei et al., 2017). Moreover,

(Mlynarski et al., 2019) addressed two issues: the first one is long rang context, to solve this issue, they

used 2D CNNs (its input is one of three views) to capture rich information through increasing the size of
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the receptive field. The second issue is unbalanced data, where they solved this issue by using weighted

cross-entropy as a loss function.195

2.1. Related work discussion

As a summary of related work, the cited works (Chang, 2016; Ellwaa et al., 2016; Havaei et al., 2017;

Kamnitsas et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2018; Ben naceur et al., 2018; Mlynarski et al., 2019) address the main

problem of fully automatic brain tumor segmentation in different ways. In addition to the main problem,

there are three important subproblems: (1) unbalanced data; the class of interest (i.e. tumoral region) has200

the minority of labels which represent for example in our dataset almost 2% of data, while the healthy class

has 98% of data. This subproblem is solved by two training step (Havaei et al., 2017), equal sampling of

training patches (Havaei et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2018), weighted cross-entropy (Mlynarski et al., 2019),

Online Class-Weighting Approach (Ben naceur et al., 2019), (2) long-range context modeling (e.g., tumor

shape, relationship between tumor parts, spatial dependencies) using all pixels in the same 2D slice, as205

opposed to the short-range 3D context that is computationally expensive. In this case, to achieve the trade-

off and to benefit from 3D context through 3 views (i.e., Axial, Coronal, and Sagittal), thus using small 3D

patches is the best solution. In images segmentation applications, short- and long-range context modeling

could enhance CNN’s capability to distinguish pixels, especially those at the borders. The subproblem of

long-range context is solved by (Mlynarski et al., 2019), also this subproblem is solved partially by (Chang,210

2016; Havaei et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2018; Ben naceur et al., 2018). Moreover, one of the important sub-

problems in CNNs is (3) the relationship among patches (also known as modeling the patches in images),

because the training method typically used in CNN is patch-by-patch, we refer to this method as Adjacent

Patches. The limit of Adjacent Patches is that it does not take into consideration (Havaei et al., 2017; Zhao

et al., 2018) that the set of patches (e.g., each patch has 64 x 64) represents the full image (in our case215

240 x 240). The issue of modeling both context and spatial relationship in image segmentation is solved

by multi-scale (multi-resolution) approach (Kamnitsas et al., 2017), we also solved this issue by using our

proposed Overlapping Patches approach (see section 3.2).

In this paper, we developed new CNNs architectures from scratch, these architectures are able to detect

effectively the tumoral regions. Also, we addressed many issues such as unbalanced data and the spatial220

relationship among patches, also we solved partially the issue of long-range context. The first issue (i.e.,

unbalanced data) is addressed using the class-weighting technique, and the second issue is solved using

Overlapping Patches technique. In addition, we choose the best four positions in a MRI image to extract the

most relevant features with the minimum patches. The third issue (i.e. long-range context) is solved partially

using Axial MRI images (i.e. 2D Axial slice) to reduce the computational cost of the CNN’s parameters225

in addition to reduce the training and the inference time. Consequently, the solved issues allowed us to

outperform the radiologist for the Dice score metric in addition to achieve the state-of-the-art performance.
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In this study, we have been motivated by the success of deep learning in computer vision and in the context

of brain tumor segmentation. From 2014 until now, the brain tumor segmentation performance has been

increased a lot and the inference time of fully automatic methods has been decreased dramatically from ≈230

20 minutes to few seconds. Here besides the functionality of CNNs, we propose deep learning architectures

inspired by the visual cortex structure to model the function and the structure of biological neural networks.

These architectures are trained using MRI image Patches extracted from the axial view. Moreover, to avoid

the class-imbalance problem, we apply two techniques: the number of training Patches is equally extracted

for each class, and a new class-weighting technique is proposed. In addition, we have also studied the effect235

of Overlapping Patches on deep learning performance in order to solve the issue of brain tumor segmentation

methods that are based on image Adjacent Patches. The novelty of our architectures is: (1) the efficiency

in terms of inference time and in terms of memory by removing fully connected layers and replacing them

by Fully Convolutional Networks (Long et al., 2015), (2) our analysis of the blocks technique (Ben naceur

et al., 2018), led us to replace this technique by the concept of modules that showed an improvement of the240

boundary delineation. In addition, (3) the solved issues (i.e. unbalanced data, relationship among patches)

allowed this pipeline to reach the state-of-the-art performance.

3. Proposed brain tumor segmentation method

The proposed brain tumor segmentation pipeline has three stages: pre-processing, then segmenting the

Overlapping MRI Patches using CNNs-based architectures, and finally two post-processing techniques.245

3.1. Pre-processing

To remove some noises and to enhance the quality of MRI images, especially the MRI images of the

BRATS dataset are generated using different MRI devices and acquisition protocols. Thus, to mitigate the

issue of different intensity ranges among the BRATS’s images, we applied 3 pre-processing steps based on

this work, and on (Ben naceur et al., 2018). Our normalization method of each 2D axial image (i.e. a slice)250

is as follows:

1. Removing 1% highest and lowest intensities: this technique helps to remove some noises at the tail

of the histogram, where this step has provided good results in many research (Havaei et al., 2017;

Tustison, 2013).

2. Subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation of non-zero values in all channels: this255

technique is used to centre and to put the data in the same scale, i.e., bringing the mean intensity

value and the variance between one and minus one.

3. In this step, we try to isolate the background from the tumoral regions by assigning the minimum

values to -9, where it has been observed that using integer numbers between -5 to -15, fits our CNNs
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architectures. The application of the second pre-processing step, led to bring the mean value in the260

range [-1, 1], in other words, the intensities of all regions in addition to healthy and background became

between -1 and 1. As we know, the intensity of background pixels of MRI images in BRATS data equals

to 0, thus to isolate the zero pixels (i.e. background) from the other regions, we normalized histogram

of the MRI images by shifting the zero pixels to another bin outside the range [-1, 1]. We found that

the bin -9 in many experiments, gives good results in the training and testing phases.265

3.2. Overlapping Patches

Our CNNs architectures are built upon 2D image Patches, in which these architectures predict the pixel’s

class which is the center of the 2D Patch (i.e. see figure 2, green points). A lot of research (Urban et al.,

2014; Pereira et al., 2015; Havaei et al., 2017; Ben naceur et al., 2018) use the technique of Adjacent Patches

(see figure 2.a), i.e. using Patches (Patch is a set of pixels) that are next to each other, but the limit of CNNs270

with Adjacent Patches is that CNNs do not take into account the fact that these Adjacent Patches together

make up the entire image (Havaei et al., 2017; Pereira et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2018). Thus, to overcome

this problem and to make the CNNs architectures more accurate, we extract Overlapping Patches (see figure

2.b) which help these architectures to see the local (Red Patches, see figure 2.b) and the larger context (Blue

Patches, see figure 2.b). It is well-known that CNNs work by convolving each kernel with the corresponding275

Patch in the image, then this kernel moves to the next Patch to complete the entire image. Then through

the learning process, the CNNs will attempt to classify these adjacent Patches into different classes (i.e., 4

sub-regions), so the final segmented image will be the result of only one pixel prediction (i.e., green point)

per Patch as shown in figure 2.a. However, with the Overlapping Patches, the final segmented image will

be the result of 5 predictions per Patch as shown in figure 2.b, where the prediction of the other 4 pixels280

affects the prediction of the first pixel and vice versa for each pixel. Thus with the technique of Overlapping

Patches, CNNs could learn to build a relationship among these Patches (Red Patches, see figure 2.a). So,

when applying CNNs architecture with the technique of Overlapping Patches, the architectures still able to

classify and see the larger context even using small Patches. The explanation of why Overlapping Patches

provide more accurate results than Adjacent Patches is due to the prediction of each pixel’s label comes285

from its neighborhoods. Thus, using different Patches around the same pixel, the final decision (i.e. final

prediction) of that pixel’s label will be based on the vote of the majority of decisions, in other words, the

final decision will come from 5 other pre-decisions. In addition, the use of Overlapping Patches provide a

data augmentation (Hashemi et al., 2019) of the original BRATS dataset through a better balance of training

dataset.290
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(a) Adjacent Patches.

(b) Overlapping Patches.

Figure 2: Examples of A) Adjacent Patches (one prediction per Patch) and B) Overlapping Patches (5 predictions per Patch) from an
input MRI image. The training dataset is created by extracting Overlapping Patches (i.e. Red and blue boxes). Best viewed in color.

3.3. Model and Architectures

MRI provides images that show a contrast between the soft tissue of the brain (or other human organs

such as liver) (Akram and Usman, 2011; El-Dahshan et al., 2014), in which these images in many times

do not clearly show the border between brain regions, where the brain appears as a single mass. Thus, to

extract only the tumoral regions from the whole brain, the proposed model should extract more features295
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about the healthy tissue and the tumoral regions. To solve this issue, we propose three CNNs architectures

that are based on the question of how to maximize the features’ representation inside the model, in other

words, how to extract much relevant features (Ghebrechristos and Alaghband, 2018) from MRI images.

3.3.1. Visual areas-based interconnected modules

Developing a CNNs architecture based on the rule of using many interconnected modules, is known in300

the state-of-the-art and it provides a good performance in many applications such as GoogleLetNet model

(Szegedy et al., 2015) that is built based on the module of Inception, ResNet model (He et al., 2016) which

is based on many modules of residual layers, 3CNet (Ben naceur et al., 2018) is built also on the system

of modules. Moreover, the structure of OTP is built on the rule of interconnected areas (i.e. modules):

V1, V2, V4, IT (Manassi et al., 2013). Thus, following this rule of interconnected modules, we build our305

CNNs architectures, where we build first two modules called Sparse Connection OCM (OCM: OCcipito

Module) and Dense Connection OCM, these two modules are based on the structure of OTP, this structure

is important and critical for object recognition (Desimone et al., 1989) and for the brain’s memory (Klüver-

Bucy syndrome (KBS), experiments of Klüver and Bucy 1937) (Ono and Nishijo, 1992).

The algorithm of CNNs (LeCun et al., 1989, 1998) originally is inspired by the visual system. In 1962, Hubel310

and Wiesel (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962) discovered that each type of neurons in the visual system, responds

to one specific feature: vertical lines, horizontal lines, shapes ...etc. From this discovery, the algorithm of

Neocognitron is developed (Fukushima and Miyake, 1982), but the problem of Neocognitron is: does not

have a supervised learning algorithm (LeCun et al., 2015), where in CNNs they solved this problem by

using Backpropagation algorithm (Rumelhart et al., 1986). Moreover, we find that the visual system has315

a specific structure that is composed of several visual areas: V1, V2, V4, IT (Manassi et al., 2013). As

we said before, CNNs is inspired by the visual system function, what was the ”missing part” of CNNs is

the architecture’s structure. Thus, in this work, we attempt to inspire from the visual system its internal

structure. By inspiring the structure of the visual system, we could add to the function of CNNs a specific

architecture.320

To determine a shape in the visual system, for example, a person’s face, it will be processed from lines

and edges at V1 area to shapes at V2 area to objects at V4 area to faces at the end at IT area (Herzog and

Clarke, 2014; Manassi et al., 2013). Thus, the OTP structure has four properties (i.e. N:1 to N:4):

1. Retina is the input of the visual system.

2. The visual cortex treats the forms hierarchically; object has different shapes, and shape has different325

lines and edges and so on.

3. OTP structure is composed of several interconnected visual areas (i.e. V1, V2, V4, IT), where each

area responsible for a specific task.

4. Each visual area receives a Receipted Field larger than the one at the previous area.
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In our work, we attempt to build a CNNs model inspired by the OTP structure, thus, we inspired:330

1. The Retina represents the input images.

2. The hierarchical function using convolution operators.

3. We have developed two modules inspired by the area V1 and V2, interconnected to each other using

direct and skip connections (see section 3.3.2.1).

4. To take into account the last property (N: 4) of visual cortex, there are two ways:335

(a) Reducing the feature maps at each level using Pooling operation.

(b) Or using larger kernels at each convolution layer incrementally.

The use of larger kernels (i.e. the property (4.b)) increases the computational time (i.e. increase the

number of operations), on the other hand, the use of small kernels, has proved previously that they keep a

lot of information and it allows the CNNs model to be deeper in terms of layers (Simonyan and Zisserman,340

2014a). Thus, from the above explanations, we will use the first option (i.e. 4.a).

3.3.1.1 Building the first module V1

In this work, we consider the structure of V1 is the same as V2, V4, IT, but the output of these modules

is different from module (e.g. V1) to another (e.g. V2). Thus, the module of V1 is composed as shown in

figure 3 of: an input (phase 1), then we have convolution layers (phase 2), and a max-pooling layer (phase345

3), then another convolution layers (phase 4), upsampling (phase 5) and concatenation layers (phase 6):

Figure 3: An illustration of visual area V1. C is a convolution operator, Z and G are feature maps, K is the output of Pooling layer, M
is a high-resolution feature map, ↓ R is a pooling layer, ↑ L is an upsampling operator, M ||Z is a concatenation layer between M and
Z. Also, the continuous lines are direct and skip connections, and dashed lines are used to build the second module of visual area V1
(i.e. DenseConnectionOCM).

1. First phase: let’s consider the Retina as the input (i.e. X) to our model.

2. Second phase: obtaining a hierarchical structure is guaranteed by the method of convolution operation;

convolution uses a filter bank (i.e. trainable parameters) to extract many levels of features across the

entire input images. Moreover, from our previous work (Ben naceur et al., 2018), we found that350
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using two consecutive convolution layers with kernel size equals to 3 × 3 provides a high performance.

Thus, in this work we will use two consecutive convolution layers Z = Conv(Conv(X)). The output of

convolution layer called feature maps Z which are calculated as follows (see equation 1):

U = bi +
m∑

j=1
Wij ∗ V (1)

Where bi and Wij (i, j ∈ N) are trainable parameters, called respectively bias and weights. m is the size

of the input (m ∈ N). V and U are respectively input and output, and ’*’ is the convolution operation.355

After that we apply a non-linear activation function Relu(U) = max(0, U). In CNNs architecture, Wij

is the kernel parameters.

3. Third phase: to reduce the feature maps dimensionality (as described in property N: 4), we use Max-

Pooling 2 × 2 operation to provide the minimum reduction of feature maps in addition to the shifting360

invariant property. Max-Pooling takes the maximum value of each non-overlapping square (i.e. sub-

region) of feature map Z. MaxPooling Kij is computed as follows (see equation 2):

Ki,j = max
h

Zi+h,j+h (2)

Where h ∈ N is the size of sub-region, i, j ∈ N are the stride values for the vertical and horizontal axes

respectively.

4. Fourth phase: using trainable parameters G = Conv(Conv(K)) again to extract more feature maps365

from the Max-pooling output. Also, to compute the feature maps G, we use equation 1:

5. Fifth phase: to concatenate two types of features maps (i.e. feature maps of phase 2 and phase 5),

where these two types of feature maps are not at the same scale. Thus, to obtain higher-resolution

feature maps from lower-resolution feature maps in CNNs architecture, there are two techniques: (1)

deconvolution, (2) upsampling. The first one uses trainable parameters, but the second technique370

does not use any trainable parameters, this technique works by inserting zeros padding internally

between pixels, where the number of zeros is determined by the stride parameter. The final step is

to convolve the sparse feature maps with trainable parameters (i.e. convolution operation) to obtain

dense features maps, this technique helps to avoid the problem of Overfitting (Badrinarayanan et al.,

2015). The method of upsampling operator works as follows (see equation 3 and 4):375

ML[n] = G(n)↑L

Mi(n) = upsamplingL,n(Gi)
(3)

Mi =

 Gi(n/L) , if(n/L) ∈ N

0 , otherwise
(4)
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Upsampling operator works by inserting L− 1 zeros between G(n) and G(n + 1) for all n elements.

6. Sixth phase: is the concatenation layer, where in this layer, we concatenate the feature maps of phase

2 and phase 5.

We used the phases from 1 to 6 to build a Sparse Connection OCM module (see figure 4.a), and a Dense380

Connection OCM module (see figure 4.b), while in the second module (i.e. Dense Connection OCM module),

we have added 1 × 1 convolution layer (Lin et al., 2013) which operates over N-dimensional volumes and

also it’s considered as a preliminary classification of the input images. Dense Connection OCM and Sparse

Connection OCM modules are two representations of the visual area V1, in which from these two modules,

we have deduced three CNNs architectures (see section 3.3.2.2). The motivation of these two modules is385

they attempt to model the structure of OTP, moreover these modules extract different representations from

the input MRI images where this technique is used by GoogleLetNet in its Inception module (Szegedy et al.,

2015). We have used two different types of convolution operations (i.e., 3×3 and 1×1) for the module Dense

Connection OCM and Sparse Connection OCM to diverse the feature representations of the MRI images:

• Sparse Connection OCM module: applies a strategy of sparse connectivity, where we connect a subset390

of convolution layers to each other. This module has one input and two outputs (i.e. output 1 and

output 2). We refer to this module as SparseConnectionOCM. The details are illustrated in figure 4.a.

• Dense Connection OCM module: applies two strategies (1) Dense connectivity and (2) 1 × 1 convo-

lution operation, where we concatenate all high-level feature maps and low-level feature maps in the

concatenation layer before the output. This module has one input and one output compared to the395

previous module (i.e., Sparse Connection OCM). We refer to this module as DenseConnectionOCM.

The details are illustrated in figure 4.b.

3.3.2. CNNs architectures

To connect between different modules of CNNs architecture, we use two types of connections: first a

direct connection from layer HL−1 to layer HL through a mapping non-linear function f (see equation 5),400

secondly a special type of connection called skip connection that connect layer HL−i to layer HL (see section

3.3.2.1).

HL = W L ×HL−1 + bL (5)

Where bL, W L are trainable parameters, called respectively bias and weights, after that a non-linear

activation function f(HL) is applied.
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(a) SparseConnectionOCM, where we use a skip connection to connect between low-level

feature maps and a pre-output concatenation layer. This module has 38,848 parameters.

(b) DenseConnectionOCM, where we use multiple skip connections to connect data and

low-level feature maps and pre-output concatenation layer together. This module has

48,100 parameters.

Figure 4: Schematic representation of the SparseConnectionOCM and DenseConnectionOCM. Each orange/purple/yellow box corre-
sponds to multi-channel feature maps. The input represents the multi-modal MRI images. Each output (i.e. output 1, output 2, and
output) is an input to the next module. Conv is the convolution operator, 1 × 1 and 3 × 3 are the filter’s size, pooling 2 × 2 is the
max-pooling operator with 2 × 2 window. Relu is the non-linear activation function, upsampling is the upsampling operator, Conca is
the concatenation layer, skip connection is a connection between two non-successive layers.

3.3.2.1 Skip connections405

The use of skip connections is very important; it helps to backpropagate the gradient signal across several

layers and leads to a fast convergence (Drozdzal et al., 2016) and since its first introduction (He et al., 2016),
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Skip connections have been shown an improvement of accuracy for many computer vision tasks compared

to the state-of-the-art methods. For example in the field of biomedical image segmentation (Drozdzal et al.,

2016) such as U-net (Ronneberger et al., 2015), and Fully Convolutional Networks (FCN) were applied for410

semantic segmentation (Long et al., 2015), also for image recognition such as ResNet (He et al., 2016),

ResNext (Xie et al., 2017), DenseNet (Huang et al., 2017). The use of skip connections encourage the

architecture to reuse the features especially low-level features such as lines, edges; the model uses these

low-level features many times with high-level features such as shapes, objects at the same level. Thus, the

combination of low-level features and high-level features in MRI images using skip connections, helps to415

localize the tumor region and then to detect the shape and the boundaries of intra-tumoral structures (i.e.

4 sub-regions). Skip connections connect between two non-successive layers: layer HL−i and layer HL (see

equation 6):

HL = W L ×HL−i + bL (6)

Where bL, W L are trainable parameters, called respectively bias and weights. HL−i, HL (i ∈ N & 2 ≤ i)

are two layers, after that a non-linear activation function f(HL) is applied.420

3.3.2.2 Sparse and Dense architectures

CNNs are known for its ability to extract many complicated and hierarchical features from images, thus, to

develop a deep CNNs architecture, we have either pixel-wise approach or patch-wise approach. In the first

approach, CNNs deal with Pixels, while in the second approach, CNNs deal with Patches. Our method in

this paper is based on Patch-wise technique, thus CNNs architecture takes as input patches with limited425

size (in our case 64 x 64), where the size of patches is lower than the size of the full image (240 x 240). The

training data is a set of Patches, each 64 x 64. CNNs treat the generated patch, patch-per-patch until the

end of pre-defined number of patches, moreover, for each patch, there are three other patches as channels

for the multi-sequence of MRI images. The most used technique to generate patches is adjacent patches (see

figure 2.a). Then, at prediction time, CNNs predict the segmentation labels separately from others (Havaei430

et al., 2017); the labels of second patch will be predicted without any relation with the first patch and so on

for third, fourth ...etc. In literature, methods such as K-means (Zhang et al., 2019) or conditional random

field (Wu et al., 2014), are defined over all pixels or all labels of the full image, like this, the prediction of a

label is shared among all pixels, or labels through a proximity distance or a mean-field message respectively.

Thus, the patch-wise technique is based on adjacent patches with limited size. From the other hand, to435

overcome the issue of adjacent patches, we create a link among all these patches of the entire image, where

we proposed overlapping patches (see figure 2.b) technique; it works by constructing a new patch by taking

25% from each patch. In this case, overlapping patches provide a data augmentation; the new patch (fifth
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patch) is a shifting of each patch (from the remaining four patches) horizontally and vertically on the width

axis, then on the height axis respectively (see figure 5). Secondly, we proved through a series of experiments440

on adjacent patches and overlapping patches, and we found that training CNNs architecture with overlapping

patches, provides a good segmentation performance in terms of dice score complete, core, enhancing and

average dice compared to adjacent patches (see table 2, and figure 7). Moreover, pixel-wise classification in

Figure 5: Examples of (a) a MRI image (Axial view) and the patches of the shaded region, where the red cross signe represents the
shared region with the patch number 5. (b) 2D CNNs in case of Adjacent Patches: at each epoch of training we use only 4 patches at
the shaded region. (c) 2D CNNs in case of Overlapping Patches: at each epoch we use 4 patch in addition to a new patch (number 5)
constructed from the four patches. Best viewed in color.

CNNs is computationally expensive such as the architecture of AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012), VGGNet

(Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014b). From another side, Fully Convolutional Networks (FCN) (Ronneberger445

et al., 2015; Çiçek et al., 2016; Milletari et al., 2016) have shown a great performance. FCN approach is based

on patch-wise classification and it has shown better and more accurate results than pixel-wise classification.

In this work we investigate three variants of CNNs architectures:

• Sparse MultiOCM architecture: this architecture made up of two modules of SparseConncentionOCM

which has two outputs (i.e. output 1 and output 2), we concatenate the first output (i.e. output 1)450

with a pre-output concatenation level (i.e. conca layer) of the second module, and the second output

(i.e. output 2) is used as an additionnel input to the second module. We refer to this architecture as

SparseMultiOCM. The details of this architecture are illustrated in figure 6.a.

• Input Sparse MultiOCM architecture: this architecture is the same as SparseMultiOCM, where the

difference is: in this architecture we investigate the effect of adding directly the input as another455

concatenation feature maps. We refer to this architecture as InputSparseMultiOCM. The details of

this architecture are illustrated in figure 6.b.
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(a) SparseMultiOCM, we use two modules of SparseConnectionOCM to build this archi-

tecture. This architecture has 127,876 parameters.

(b) InputSparseMultiOCM, we concatenate the input with the pre-output concatenation level

in two modules. This architecture has 130,180 parameters.

(c) DenseMultiOCM, we use two modules of DenseConnectionOCM to build the complete architecture.

This architecture has 181,124 parameters.

Figure 6: An illustration of the proposed CNNs architectures to solve the problem of fully automatic brain tumor segmentation. Each
orange/red/purple/yellow box corresponds to multi-channel feature maps. The output 1 × 1 × 4 is a 1 × 1 convolution layer with
4 classes of BRATS dataset where we have 4 sub-regions: Healthy tissue, Necrotic and Non-Enhancing tumor, Peritumoral Edema,
Enhancing core.

• Dense MultiOCM architecture: we used DenseConncentionOCM module to build this architecture

which is another view of OTP, where in this architecture we attempt to extract different feature

representations from the input MRI images. We refer to this architecture as DenseMultiOCM. The460

details of this architecture are illustrated in figure 6.c.

Finally, after building these architectures that are made up of two modules (i.e. SparseConncentionOCM,
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DenseConncentionOCM), we have added two consecutive convolution layers before the final output (i.e.

output 1× 1× 4) to extract unified features. The motivation of adding these consecutive convolution layers

is: we have concatenated several feature maps including the input image Patches (i.e. raw pixels) from465

many levels at the concatenation layer (i.e. conca) of the second module, thus we have heterogeneity of

features and raw pixels at one level, these features including raw pixels need to be unified at the same level

of representation before classifying them into 4 classes (3 tumoral regions + 1 healthy tissue) using Softmax

function.

3.4. Class-Weighting technique470

One of the main problems of medical data is unbalanced data, we find, for example, in BRATS dataset,

the class of interest (i.e. tumoral region) is the minority class that has almost 2% of data, while the healthy

class has 98% of data (Havaei et al., 2017). Training a CNNs model on a such unbalanced dataset will bias

toward the majority class (i.e. healthy class), and will produce a low Sensitivity, this problem of unbalanced

data is known in medical imaging applications (Hashemi et al., 2019). Thus, to overcome this problem,475

there are many proposed methods in the state-of-the-art: two training steps (Havaei et al., 2017), median

frequency balancing (Badrinarayanan et al., 2015), asymmetric similarity loss function (Hashemi et al., 2019).

In our work, we applied two techniques during the training stage (1) extracting Patches from the axial view

randomly where each class has the same number of training Patches, this technique is found useful to avoid

the problem of unbalanced data (Zhao et al., 2018), (2) also we used class-weighting technique to weight the480

vote of each class, in other words, this technique gives to each output a specific weight Wj according to its

contribution in the segmentation results.

pj = expzj

K∑
k=1

expzk

(7)

L(p, q) = −
K∑

j=1
qj × log(pj) (8)

LW (p, q) = −
K∑

j=1
Wj × qj × log(pj) (9)

Where K is the number of classes (K ∈ N), qj is the jth element of the normalized ground truth vector

(qj ∈ R) and pj is the jth element of the estimated vector (pj ∈ R) for the class j (j is an integer ∈ [1..K]).

Wj (0 < Wj < 1 and
K∑

j=1
Wj = 1) is a specific weight assigned to the class j. L(p,q) and LW(p ,485

q) are two loss functions that represent the error between the estimated vector and the normalized ground

truth vector. First formula (i.e. equation 7) called Softmax function, and the second formula (i.e. equation

8) called Cross-entropy Loss function, or log loss, and the third formula (i.e. equation 9) called Weighted
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Cross-entropy Loss.

Softmax function gives the estimated vector pj at the end after each forward propagation of Convolutional490

Neural Networks, by squashing the outputs to be between 0 and 1, i.e. the outputs become as probabilities.

Then these probabilities are fed into Cross-entropy function, but in our case we will use the third function

Weighted Cross-entropy Loss, this function after that computes the ’real’ error based on the Cross-entropy

function and the class-weight Wj for each class. Moreover, to make the prediction of the estimated vector

accurate and faster, we use one-hot encoding, where this encoding gives all probabilities of the ground truth495

to one class (i.e. the correct class), and the other classes become zero, e.g. q = [1,0,0,0], this vector q indicates

that the first class is the correct class. In this case, to calculate the error we need only one operation instead

of many operations for all classes. Softmax function attempts to predict this vector (i.e. q vector) after

each forward/backward propagation until the end of training. The advantage of Weighted Cross-entropy

Loss function is: it could compute the real error for each class, so as a result, it rewards or penalizes only500

the correct classes. The drawback of this function is how to calculate the weight for each class. To answer

this question, we have conducted an experimental analysis of the effect of Class-Weighting technique on the

segmentation results (see section 4.4.1).

3.5. Post-processing

To remove some mis-classified and isolated regions (i.e., non-tumor regions) from the segmentation results505

of our CNNs architectures, we have applied two post-processing techniques:

1. Using a global threshold for each slice (i.e., 2D MRI image) to remove small non-tumoral regions based

on connected-components, after many experiments (e.g., 50, 80, 100, 150, 200 ..etc), we found that

using 110 pixels provide the best result for this global threshold. Thus, any connected-components

smaller than 110 pixels will be removed. We refer to this Post-processing as Post-processing 1.510

2. We have tested many morphological operators, in which the opening operation g(x) = (f 	 s) ⊕ s,

where g(x) is the output and f is the input image, with a structuring element s of size 3 x 3 (see table

1). In this paper, we have used a small structuring element to capture small tumoral regions and

to remove them later using an opening operator. Opening operator uses erosion g(x) = f 	 s, then

dilation g(x) = f ⊕ s in succession, where we noticed that this operator improves the results of the515

first post-processing (i.e., Post-processing 1). We refer to this Post-processing as Post-processing 2.

We have observed that the application of post-processing 1 + post-processing 2 to the output of the

CNNs architectures provides a better segmentation result than the application of a single type of these

post-processing techniques.
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0 1 0

1 1 1

0 1 0

Table 1: The used structuring element

4. Experimental results520

This section presents the results of our experiments and some discussions. Our brain tumor segmentation

method is evaluated using BRATS dataset 2018 which has real patient data with Glioblastomas brain

tumors (both high- and low-grade). Each patient has 4 types of MRI images, firstly we apply a Pre-

processing step (see section 3.1) to these 4 types of MRI images to reduce some noises and to obtain

image Patches with a high quality and resolution. Then we extract Overlapping Patches (see section 3.2)525

from all these types of MRI images to train the CNNs architectures. The last step is Post-processing (see

section 3.5), where we apply to the segmentation results of CNNs architectures (i.e., SparseMultiOCM,

InputSparseMultiOCM, DenseMultiOCM) two operations: the first one is the global threshold, and the

second one is the morphological opening operator. Finally, we explain the libraries and frameworks that

are used in our work. Then we evaluate our CNNs architectures with a set of metrics that are used in the530

state-of-the-art such as Dice score, Sensitivity (Recall), Specificity, and Hausdorff Distance.

4.1. Dataset

We have evaluated our experiments on real patient’s data, in which we have used BRATS 2018 dataset.

The training set has 210 patient’s brain with high-grade (HGG) and 75 patient’s brain with low-grade (LGG).

Each patient’s brain image comes with 4 MRI sequences (i.e., T1, T1c, T2, FLAIR) and the ground truth535

of 4 segmentation labels which are obtained manually by radiologists experts: Healthy tissue, Necrotic and

Non-Enhancing tumor, Peritumoral Edema, Enhancing core. BRATS 2018 validation set contains 66 images

of patients with an unknown grade, i.e., the validation set does not have the ground truth labels.

4.2. Implementation

To implement our CNNs architectures, we have used Keras which is a high-level open source Deep Learn-540

ing library, and Theano (Al-Rfou et al., 2016) as a Back-end, where Theano exploits GPUs to optimize Deep

Learning architectures (i.e. to minimize the error). In this work, for computing and comparing the inference

time, we used Python environment on Windows 64 bits, Intel Xeon processor CPU @ 3.30 GHz with 8 GB

DDR4 RAM, and Nvidia Quadro GPU K2000 with 2 GB GDDR5 memory.

We have tested many techniques for weights initialization: ”Glorot Uniform” (Glorot and Bengio, 2010),545
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”he normal” (He et al., 2015) where he normal initialization provides a fast convergence toward the global

minimum compared to Glorot Uniform, also in this work (He et al., 2016) they found that he normal ini-

tialization gives the best results.

The choice of the optimizer plays a very important role in the learning phase, thus, to obtain the best

optimizer for our CNN architectures, we have tested ADAM and RMSProp, Adagrad and SGD optimizers550

with mini-batch size from 1 to 120, where SGD provides the best results with mini-batch size equals to 8.

The initial learning rate (LR) was LR0 = 0.001, then it is deceased by the equation 10:

LRi = 10−3 × 0.99LRi−1 (10)

Where LRi (i ∈ N+) is the new learning rate, LRi−1 is the learning rate of the last epoch, 0.99 is a

decreasing factor.

To avoid the Overfitting problem, we have used two methods: (1) BRATS dataset has only 285 MRI images555

with both high- and low-grade, this number of training data is small to train a Deep Learning model on a

multi-classification problem. Thus, we have used a large number of Overlapping Patches (30.660 Patches)

that provide a better balance of training data among the four classes (i.e. 4 sub-regions) of Glioblastomas

tumors. In addition, the Overlapping Patches technique provides a data augmentation (Hashemi et al., 2019)

to the original BRATS dataset. (2) Theoretically, the error on the training and testing sets decreases after560

many epochs, but in practice, the error on the testing set at a certain point will start to increase again.

Thus, at this point which is the minimum, the training will be stopped, this method called early stopping.

All our variants of CNNs architectures are trained from scratch using a large number of MRI image Patches

(i.e. 64 × 64× 4) equals to 30.660 Patches. Where after many experiments (e.g. 80/20, 60/40), we found

that splitting dataset into 70% for training (i.e. first phase) 30% testing (i.e. second phase) is the best565

distribution, then in the validation phase (i.e. third phase), we have used BRATS 2018 validation set which

contains 66 MRI images of patients with unknown grade. For the evaluation of our CNNs architectures on

the validation dataset, we have used an online evaluation system 2. In addition, our CNNs architectures

trained using MRI images Patches, but these architectures could segment the 3D MRI volume slice-by-slice.

4.3. Evaluation metrics570

To evaluate the performance of our CNNs architectures, we used BRATS online evaluation system, where

we upload the segmentation results and the system provides the quantitative evaluations contain Dice score,

Sensitivity, Specificity, and Hausdorff distance. For each one of these metrics we have three sub-metrics:

Complete (i.e. Necrotic and Non-Enhancing tumor, Peritumoral Edema, Enhancing tumor), Core (i.e.

2Center for Biomedical Image Computing and Analytics University of Pennsylvania, Url:https://ipp.cbica.upenn.edu/
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Necrotic and Non-Enhancing tumor, Enhancing tumor), Enhancing (i.e. Enhancing tumor). The evaluation575

metrics are calculated as follows:

Dice (P,T) = |P1 ∧ T1|
(|P1| + |T1|)/2 , Sensitivity (P,T) = |P1 ∧ T1|

|T1| , Specificity (P,T) = |P0 ∧ T0|
|T0| ,

Hausdorff (P,T) = max { sup
p∈∂P1

inf
t∈∂T1

d(p , t) , sup
t∈∂T1

inf
p∈∂P1

d(t , p) }

Where ∧ is the logical AND operator, P is the model predictions and T is the ground truth labels. T1

and T0 represent the true lesion region and the remaining normal region respectively. P1 and P0 represent580

the predicted lesion region and the predicted to be normal respectively. (|.|) is the number of pixels. MRI

image is a 3D space (i.e. a set of points in R3): height, width and depth (i.e. a set of slices), each point on

the image is a voxel, and a set of voxels represent a volume. To compute the Hausdorff distance, first we

differentiate the voxels of each class (i.e. creating a map) then we save only the voxels that belong to the

borders of each class, these voxels represent a surface (Voronoi surface). ’p’ and ’t’ are two points on the585

surface ∂P1 and ∂T1 respectively, and d(p,t), d(t,p) are the shortest least-squares distance between point ’p’

and ’t’ and vice versa for d(t,p). Finally, instead of calculating the maximum distance, we compute only 95%

of the surface distance between each point from the first surface (i.e. the true lesion region) and the other

surface (i.e. the predicted lesion region). This fractional distance is a robust version of Hausdorff because

the existence of outliers can have a considerable impact on the last one (i.e. Hausdorff), also, it is proven590

that it gives better results than the maximum distance (Menze et al., 2015).

4.4. Results

In this section, we evaluate our CNNs architectures on a public BRATS 2018 dataset. We measure the

segmentation results using four evaluation metrics (see section 4.3), as well as, using the training and the

inference time then we compare our results with the state-of-the-art methods.595

4.4.1. The effect of class-weighting on the CNNs architectures

Table 2 shows different experiments that are used to train our CNNs architectures where each line

represents a different experiment, also all these experiments are totally independent. We have put our

CNNs architectures under a series of different tests and scenarios: (1) with/without class-weighting, (2)

with/without Bias, with/without regularization techniques such as (3) Instance normalization, (4) Dropout600

(with different rates), (5) L2 regularization (with different rates), (6) with/without Nestrov Momentum but

these regularization techniques did not improve a lot the segmentation results. In addition, we used Dice

score as a metric to evaluate the CNNs architectures, because this metric represents a trade-off between

sensitivity (recall) and precision and because it’s used in the state-of-the-art BRATS-MICCAI challenges.

To demonstrate the performance of Overlapping Patches against Adjacent Patches, we tried different exper-605
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Figure 7: The effect of class-weighting on the CNNs performance. Horizontal axis represents the experiment number in the

table 2 (i.e., No.). The vertical axis represents the average Dice score of each experiment (Table 2 column 10).

iments where the initial state (i.e. initial parameters) is the same for both types of Patches:

Average Dice = 1
N

∑
i

Dicei

= Complete + Core + Enhancing

3

(11)

Where N is the number of Dice score sub-metrics (i.e., N=3).

Table 2: the parameters and the results of different and independent experiments of the class-weighting technique. Healthy, Necrotic
and Non-Enhancing tumor (NCR/NET), Peritumoral Edema (Edema), Enhancing tumor represent the different Glioblastomas tumor
sub-regions, in which we assigned a percentage of contribution for each class. Moreover, for each experiment we show the Dice score
of 10 MRI images from BRATS 2018. The last experiment (No = 14) has the best parameters for our proposed CNNs architectures.
Fields with (/) mean we did not apply class-weighting technique.

No. Patch type Class-Weights Dice score Average Dice

Healthy NCR/NET Edema Enhancing tumor Complete Core Enhancing

1 Adjacent / / / / 0.760 0.595 0.659 0.671

2 Overlap / / / / 0,902 0,8 0,631 0,778

3 Adjacent 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.772 0.593 0.655 0.673

4 Overlap 0,3 0,2 0,2 0,3 0,899 0,793 0,736 0,809

5 Overlap 0,3 0,15 0,3 0,25 0,909 0,816 0,752 0,826

6 Overlap 0,3 0,12 0,33 0,25 0,901 0,826 0,745 0,824

7 Overlap 0,3 0,1 0,38 0,22 0,906 0,828 0,779 0,838

8 Overlap 0,3 0,06 0,425 0,215 0,912 0,83 0,775 0,839

9 Overlap 0,29 0,05 0,448 0,212 0,903 0,837 0,7505 0,830

10 Overlap 0,29 0,1 0,4 0,21 0,908 0,828 0,747 0,8277

11 Overlap 0,28 0,08 0,43 0,21 0,91 0,838 0,777 0,8417

12 Overlap 0,27 0,08 0,44 0,21 0,905 0,826 0,758 0,8297

13 Overlap 0,27 0,1 0,43 0,2 0,906 0,842 0,775 0,841

14 Overlap 0,28 0,08 0,43 0,21 0,916 0,866 0,812 0,865
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1. First: we used Adjacent Patches (i.e., table 2, first row), and Overlapping Patches (i.e. table 2, second

row) without any class-weighting or regularization techniques and as it is shown in the table 2 and figure

7, the first experiment with Adjacent Patches achieved on average (see equation 11) 0.671. However, in610

the second experiment with Overlapping Patches, the CNNs architectures achieved on average 0.778,

which is remarkable that the difference between both experiments is 10.7%.

2. Second: we used Adjacent Patches (i.e., table 2, third row) and Overlapping Patches (i.e., table 2, fourth

row), we used also the same mis-classification costs [0.3, 0.2, 0.2, 0.3] for both types of Patches. We

have achieved with Adjacent Patches on average (see equation 11) 0.673. However, with Overlapping615

Patches, the CNNs architectures achieved on average 0.809, the difference between both experiments

is 13.6%.

In summary, training CNNs architectures with Overlapping Patches always provide a good segmenta-

tion result compared to using adjacent Patches, where we have reported representative results (see table 2)

among all the results. Thus, these experiments demonstrate the effectiveness and the efficiency of Over-620

lapping Patches for training CNNs architectures. Moreover, after trying all these experiments with dif-

ferent configurations to improve the segmentation results of CNNs architectures, we found that the last

experiment (see table 2, experiment No=14) provides the best mis-classification costs (The class-weight of

Healthy tissue=0.28, the class-weight of Necrotic and Non-Enhancing tumor= 0.08, the class-weight of Per-

itumoral Edema= 0.43, the class-weight of Enhanced tumor= 0.21). Furthermore, we note any adjustment625

of class-weights doesn’t improve the segmentation results. The average Dice score (see equation 11) of each

experiment are shown in figure 7.

4.4.2. Segmentation results

In this section, we present the quantitative evaluation on BRATS 2018 validation dataset. First, we

evaluate the segmentation results of each CNNs architecture with and without Post-processing 1 and Post-630

processing 2. Then, we compare these 3 CNNs architectures with the state-of-the-art methods on four

evaluation metrics (see section 4.3), and on the training and the inference time in addition to the number of

parameters as a metric.

4.4.2.1 Comparison of CNNs architectures with and without post-processing

Table 3, table 4, table 5: show the mean score, standard deviation, median, 25 and 75 quantiles for the four635

metrics: Dice, Sensitivity, Specificity, and Hausdorff distance. It can be observed that our Deep Learning

architectures in these 3 tables achieved high results, in which the Mean Dice scores for the 3 architectures on

BRATS validation set are: 0.86, 0.74, 0.74 for whole tumor, tumor core, enhancing tumor respectively. Also,

as we can see the Specificity metric is almost 1 (i.e., 100%) which means the two segmentation images (i.e.,
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segmentation of radiologist and segmentation of CNNs architectures) are the same for this metric. The Mean640

Sensitivity metric for the 3 architectures on BRATS validation set is: 0.853, 0.740, 0.774 for whole tumor,

tumor core, enhancing tumor respectively. Moreover, applying the first post-processing which is removing

a number of connected-components based on a global threshold equals to 110, helped a lot to remove few

false positive regions, as we can see the Dice score and the Specificity metrics have been improved after

applying this post-processing technique. In addition, after applying Post-processing 2 which is based on a645

morphological opening operator, we have noticed an improvement in the Hausdorff distance due to the effect

of this operator on the class of Enhancing tumor.

Table 3: Evaluation results of SparseMultiOCM architecture with and without Post-processing 1 and Post-processing 2 on BRATS
2018 validation set. WT, TC, ET denote whole tumor, tumor core, enhancing tumor respectively. SparseMultiOCM architecture is
trained on Overlapping Patches where the size of these Patches is 64×64×4, and the number of Patches is 30.660.

Dice score Sensitivity Specificity Hausdorff

WT TC ET WT TC ET WT TC ET WT TC ET

SparseMultiOCM architecture

Mean 0.858 0.746 0.713 0.855 0.756 0.771 0.993 0.996 0.998 21.519 15.160 11.140

Standard deviation 0.111 0.219 0.286 0.154 0.245 0.245 0.005 0.004 0.003 24.263 15.119 23.352

Median 0.891 0.822 0.833 0.898 0.842 0.846 0.995 0.997 0.999 9.306 10.308 2.639

25 quantile 0.860 0.699 0.715 0.856 0.676 0.745 0.990 0.995 0.997 4.031 5.852 1.494

75 quantile 0.915 0.894 0.884 0.937 0.939 0.919 0.997 0.998 0.999 35.176 17.501 6.260

SparseMultiOCM + post-processing 1

Mean 0.860 0.748 0.730 0.846 0.756 0.774 0.994 0.996 0.998 8.518 13.466 9.406

Standard deviation 0.125 0.219 0.273 0.168 0.245 0.245 0.005 0.004 0.003 9.546 12.698 21.244

Median 0.897 0.823 0.840 0.888 0.841 0.847 0.996 0.998 0.999 4.243 9.935 2.639

25 quantile 0.868 0.702 0.747 0.846 0.676 0.750 0.992 0.995 0.998 3.0 5.779 1.414

75 quantile 0.923 0.897 0.886 0.935 0.937 0.919 0.998 0.999 0.999 8.944 15.264 5.333

SparseMultiOCM + post-processing 1 + post-processing 2

Mean 0.860 0.744 0.725 0.842 0.751 0.753 0.994 0.996 0.998 7.814 13.522 6.713

Standard deviation 0.128 0.220 0.277 0.170 0.243 0.250 0.005 0.004 0.003 8.517 12.656 15.958

Median 0.898 0.812 0.838 0.886 0.835 0.818 0.996 0.998 0.999 4.243 9.648 2.236

25 quantile 0.870 0.697 0.740 0.842 0.686 0.715 0.992 0.995 0.998 3.0 5.679 1.414

75 quantile 0.923 0.897 0.882 0.932 0.934 0.909 0.998 0.999 0.999 8.667 15.516 4.359

These tables (i.e. table 3, table 4, table 5) present also the median values for the validation dataset,

SparseMultiOCM, InputSparseMultiOCM, DenseMultiOCM architectures have a high median value which

is between 81.2% and 99.9% , these percentages are high, also these results are due to achieving a good and650

very promising segmentation results for most MRI images, in other words, our CNNs architectures achieved

a good segmentation performance for most patients’ images, where the median Dice score of our best archi-

tecture is 0.902 (whole tumor), 0.845 (tumor core), 0.842 (enhancing core).

According to the segmentation results of 25 quantile: with 25% of results, we are able to detect and segment

the Glioblastomas brain tumor in the range 61.9% - 99.8%, as it is observed in the metric of Dice score,655

Sensitivity, Specificity, and between 94.2% - 98.6% for the Hausdorff distance metric.

According to the segmentation results of 75 quantile: with 75% of results, we are able to detect and segment
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Table 4: Evaluation results of InputSparseMultiOCM architecture with and without Post-processing 1 and Post-processing 2 on BRATS
2018 validation set. WT, TC, ET denote whole tumor, tumor core, enhancing tumor respectively. InputSparseMultiOCM architecture
is trained on Overlapping Patches where the size of these Patches is 64×64×4, and the number of Patches is 30.660.

Dice score Sensitivity Specificity Hausdorff

WT TC ET WT TC ET WT TC ET WT TC ET

InputSparseMultiOCM architecture

Mean 0.864 0.746 0.716 0.863 0.755 0.784 0.993 0.996 0.998 16.899 14.669 10.104

Standard deviation 0.121 0.237 0.283 0.163 0.265 0.238 0.006 0.005 0.003 22.072 15.449 19.838

Median 0.899 0.831 0.826 0.909 0.840 0.852 0.995 0.998 0.999 6.117 9.110 3.081

25quantile 0.869 0.678 0.711 0.855 0.680 0.777 0.991 0.996 0.997 3.162 5.171 1.414

75quantile 0.919 0.908 0.881 0.952 0.944 0.930 0.997 0.999 1.0 23.108 19.094 8.062

InputSparseMultiOCM + post-processing 1

Mean 0.866 0.747 0.748 0.856 0.753 0.789 0.994 0.996 0.998 10.1868 11.834 6.142

Standard deviation 0.128 0.238 0.256 0.168 0.266 0.238 0.005 0.005 0.003 15.940 9.958 9.286

Median 0.905 0.833 0.839 0.902 0.840 0.854 0.996 0.998 0.999 5.0 8.124 2.236

25quantile 0.873 0.682 0.780 0.846 0.679 0.777 0.992 0.996 0.997 2.871 4.653 1.414

75quantile 0.926 0.909 0.886 0.946 0.944 0.938 0.998 0.999 1.0 8.818 17.117 5.916

InputSparseMultiOCM + post-processing 1 + post-processing 2

Mean 0.865 0.744 0.745 0.853 0.748 0.770 0.994 0.996 0.998 10.044 11.504 4.608

Standard deviation 0.130 0.239 0.258 0.170 0.265 0.242 0.005 0.005 0.003 15.833 9.772 6.500

Median 0.904 0.826 0.837 0.900 0.835 0.836 0.996 0.998 0.999 5.0 8.0 2.236

25quantile 0.874 0.682 0.765 0.843 0.677 0.744 0.992 0.996 0.998 3.0 5.0 1.414

75quantile 0.926 0.907 0.886 0.945 0.940 0.933 0.998 0.999 1.0 8.44361 17.117 4.583

Table 5: Evaluation results of DenseMultiOCM architecture with and without Post-processing 1 and Post-processing 2 on BRATS 2018
validation set. WT, TC, ET denote whole tumor, tumor core, enhancing tumor respectively. DenseMultiOCM architecture is trained
on Overlapping Patches where the size of these Patches is 64×64×4, and the number of Patches is 30.660.

Dice score Sensitivity Specificity Hausdorff

WT TC ET WT TC ET WT TC ET WT TC ET

DenseMultiOCM architecture

Mean 0.862 0.737 0.710 0.848 0.710 0.76 0.995 0.998 0.998 14.488 15.673 6.582

Standard deviation 0.139 0.254 0.298 0.173 0.281 0.261 0.005 0.004 0.003 20.215 23.498 11.650

Median 0.902 0.844 0.840 0.889 0.820 0.831 0.996 0.999 0.999 5.337 8.332 2.236

25quantile 0.876 0.668 0.733 0.854 0.625 0.750 0.993 0.997 0.998 3.041 5.099 1.414

75quantile 0.925 0.910 0.878 0.936 0.919 0.922 0.998 0.999 1.0 18.356 14.281 4.359

DenseMultiOCM + post-processing 1

Mean 0.861 0.736 0.725 0.841 0.709 0.759 0.995 0.998 0.998 8.514 13.444 5.142

Standard deviation 0.153 0.257 0.289 0.183 0.282 0.263 0.005 0.004 0.003 14.598 21.368 7.608

Median 0.902 0.845 0.842 0.887 0.820 0.835 0.997 0.999 0.999 4.123 8.031 2.236

25quantile 0.875 0.669 0.745 0.845 0.625 0.751 0.993 0.997 0.998 2.871 4.936 1.414

75quantile 0.929 0.911 0.879 0.935 0.919 0.923 0.998 0.999 1.0 7.953 12.083 4.272

DenseMultiOCM + post-processing 1 + post-processing 2

Mean 0.860 0.733 0.732 0.838 0.702 0.740 0.995 0.998 0.998 8.521 13.324 4.406

Standard deviation 0.154 0.258 0.282 0.184 0.281 0.269 0.004 0.004 0.003 14.567 21.392 7.070

Median 0.901 0.842 0.842 0.885 0.818 0.816 0.997 0.999 0.999 4.123 8.062 2.236

25quantile 0.874 0.666 0.748 0.842 0.619 0.699 0.993 0.997 0.998 2.980 4.243 1.414

75quantile 0.929 0.913 0.884 0.933 0.908 0.917 0.998 0.999 1.0 7.953 12.114 4.062
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the Glioblastomas brain tumor in the range 88.1% - 99.9%, as it is observed in the metric of Dice score,

Sensitivity, Specificity, and between 83% - 96% for the Hausdorff distance metric.

In summary, SparseMultiOCM, InputSparseMultiOCM, DenseMultiOCM architectures obtained high seg-660

mentation results, and so did with the Post-processing 1 and Post-processing 2, where the Post-processing

2 technique improved a lot the Hausdorff distance metric; Hausdorff distance quantifies how much is the

distance between the true position of the pixel in the ground truth and the predicted position in the pre-

dicted image, if they are located in the same position, so the distance will become zero, else the distance

will become a positive number. The opening operator has the ability to remove small regions and placing665

them into background. As it is known, Glioblastomas tumors have in most cases one tumoral region, thus

using a special designed structuring element will remove some regions that are not captured by first post-

processing technique (i.e., connected regions). After applying the morphological opening operator, the first

thing we note is a reduction of the number of spreaded false positive regions in the predicted images, also a

reduction of the Hausdorff distance. The first conclusion from these segmentation results that Gioblastomas670

brain tumors contain in most cases (i.e., most patients) one mass (i.e., one connected region) as we have

demonstrated this hypothesis after applying the Post-processing 1, where we have seen an improvement in

the segmentation performance. The second conclusion is: the class of Enhancing tumor does not have much

border with the healthy tissue, and this is demonstrated after applying the Post-processing 2, we have seen

a decrease in the surface of misclassified Enhancing tumor region and an improvement in the Hausdorff675

distance metric.

Finally, these conclusions open a door for more research in the future on how to exploit the spatial features

(i.e., the natural structure) of Glioblastomas tumors to improve the segmentation results.

4.4.2.2 Comparison of our CNNs architectures with the state-of-the-art

In this section, we compare the segmentation performance of our 3 variants of CNNs architectures with the680

state-of-the-art methods.

Table 6: shows a comparison of our CNNs architectures with the state-of-the-art methods, these comparisons

are based on four metrics that are described in the section 4.3. It can be observed that there is no single

method that surpasses all methods on all metrics simultaneously even to human rater (i.e., Radiologists, first

row) and that due to the difficulties and the challenges that we talked about in the introduction (see section685

1) and also due to BRATS images that are acquired from several scanners and using different acquisition pro-

tocols, thus there is a data heterogeneity problem. The second observation from table 6 that when we applied

our CNNs architectures with post-processing techniques, for example, DenseMultiOCM*+ Post-processing

1 & Post-processing 2, we noticed a marked improvement over the results of the architecture itself (i.e.,

DenseMultiOCM*) in terms of Dice score and Hausdorff distance, thus this improvement demonstrates the690
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effectiveness of our post-processing techniques. Third observation from table 6 that in overall most methods

that are based on CNNs, provide a better segmentation performance compared to machine learning methods

such as (Ellwaa et al., 2016) who developed an Iterative 3 method that is based on random forest, however

the method of (Ellwaa et al., 2016) provides a result equal to 1 (i.e., 100%) in terms of specificity metric on

the class of enhancing tumor (see table 6), this result is better than the results of the remaining methods on695

the same metric (i.e., specificity of the enhancing tumor class). Also our method InputSparceMultiOCM and

the method of (Chang, 2016) have competitive results and that due to the way of building the architectures,

where both architectures re-introduce the input (i.e., raw pixels) in the concatenation layer. Therefore, we

are not able to completely compare the method of (Chang, 2016) with the rest of metrics (i.e., Specificity,

Sensitivity) because the original paper does not mention the segmentation results on these metrics. More-

Table 6: Comparison of the segmentation results of our three proposed models which are noted by adding ”*” to the architecture’s name
with the state-of-the-art methods. WT, TC, ET denote Whole Tumor (complete), Tumor Core, Enhancing Tumor core respectively.
Post denotes post-processing. Fields with (-) are not mentioned or given with a specific number in the published work. Numbers in
bold are the best values.

Methods Dice Specificity Sensitivity Hausdorff

WT TC ET WT TC ET WT TC ET WT TC ET

Human Rater (Menze et al., 2015) 0.88 0.93 0.74 - - - - - - - - -

(Havaei et al., 2017) 0.88 0.79 0.73 0.89 0.79 0.68 0.87 0.79 0.80 - - -

(Chang, 2016) 0.87 0.81 0.72 - - - - - - 9.1 10.1 6.0

Iterative average (HGG +

LGG)(Ellwaa et al., 2016)

0.82 0.72 0.56 0.985 0.99 1.00 0.835 0.805 0.63 - - -

DeepMedic + CRF (Kamnitsas et al.,

2017)

0.847 0.67 0.629 - - - 0.876 0.607 0.662 - - -

(Zhao et al., 2018) 0.84 0.73 0.62 - - - 0.82 0.76 0.67 - - -

3CNet (Ben naceur et al., 2018) 0.87 0.81 0.83 0.74 0.78 0.80 0.89 0.84 0.74 16.86 18,99 13.67

2D-3D model (Mlynarski et al., 2019) 0.90 0.808 0.772 - - - - - - - - -

SparseMultiOCM* 0.858 0.746 0.713 0.993 0.996 0.998 0.855 0.756 0.771 21.519 15.160 11.140

SparseMultiOCM* + post 1 0.860 0.748 0.730 0.994 0.996 0.998 0.846 0.756 0.774 8.518 13.466 9.406

SparseMultiOCM* + post 1 & 2 0.860 0.744 0.725 0.994 0.996 0.998 0.842 0.751 0.753 7.814 13.522 6.713

InputSparseMultiOCM* 0.864 0.746 0.716 0.993 0.996 0.998 0.863 0.7548 0.784 16.899 14.669 10.104

InputSparseMultiOCM* + post 1 0.866 0.747 0.748 0.994 0.996 0.998 0.856 0.753 0.789 10.1868 11.834 6.142

InputSparseMultiOCM* + post 1 & 2 0.865 0.744 0.745 0.994 0.996 0.998 0.853 0.748 0.770 10.044 11.504 4.608

DenseMultiOCM* 0.862 0.737 0.710 0.995 0.998 0.998 0.848 0.710 0.76 14.488 15.673 6.582

DenseMultiOCM*+ post 1 0.861 0.736 0.725 0.995 0.998 0.998 0.841 0.709 0.759 8.514 13.444 5.142

DenseMultiOCM*+ post 1 & 2 0.860 0.733 0.732 0.995 0.998 0.998 0.838 0.702 0.740 8.521 13.324 4.406

700

3Iterative method proposes two models: first model for HGG images and the second model for LGG images, where we have

averaged the results of these models to compare them with the state-of-the-art methods
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over, the method of DeepMedic + CRF (Kamnitsas et al., 2017) provides a good segmentation result for the

metric of sensitivity on the whole tumor compared to our CNNs architectures, but for the rest of metrics all

our architectures outperformed the method of DeepMedic + CRF (Kamnitsas et al., 2017). Furthermore,

DeepMedic + CRF (Kamnitsas et al., 2017), and 2D-3D model (Mlynarski et al., 2019) are a computationally

expensive and use a lot of memory due to using 3D MRI images and the need to compute the 3D gradients705

for each forward/backward pass, in addition, (Kamnitsas et al., 2017) needs other step that is a CRF regu-

larization technique as a post-processing. On the other hand, our method (e.g., DenceMultiOCM) uses only

2D MRI Patches and that makes it efficient in terms of computational time and in terms of memory. The

method of (Mlynarski et al., 2019) obtained the best results for the dice metric on the whole tumor class,

and these results may be due to using 3D CNNs and using 2D CNNs feature maps as an additional input.710

Also, we can not do a complete comparison with DeepMedic + CRF (Kamnitsas et al., 2017) and 2D-3D

model (Mlynarski et al., 2019) because their original papers do not publish the results of the rest of metrics.

(Zhao et al., 2018) developed a CNNs method with an integrated CRF technique in contrast to (Kamnitsas

et al., 2017). The method of (Zhao et al., 2018) predicts the final images by averaging the results from 3

views: axial, sagittal, coronal. If we compare this method with DenseMultiOCM*+ Post-processing 1 &715

Post-processing 2, we find that our CNNs architecture outperformed and provides a better segmentation

performance than (Zhao et al., 2018) in terms of all metrics except the sensitivity metric on the tumor core

as shown in the table 6.

Finally, our CNNs architectures demonstrate the segmentation performance and the efficiency against the

state-of-the-art methods such as (Havaei et al., 2017), 3CNet (Ben naceur et al., 2018), moreover, our720

methods: InputSparceMultiOCM* + Post-processing 1 and InputSparceMultiOCM* + Post-processing 1

& Post-processing 2 surpassed the human rater (i.e., expert radiologists) for the Dice score metric on the

Enhancing tumor class. Furthermore, in this study, besides the problems of fully automatic brain tumor

segmentation, we have treated two more issues (i.e., class-imbalance, and the relationship among Patches)

which are not addressed in many research such as (Chang, 2016; Ellwaa et al., 2016), where we have solved725

these two issues using a Class-Weighting technique and Overlapping Patches respectively.

4.4.2.3 Visual segmentation results

In this section, we present examples of visual segmentation of Glioblastomas brain tumors. Figure 8 shows

examples of the segmentation results of high-grade Gliomas (HGG) and low-grade Gliomas (LGG) using

3 variants of CNNs architectures (i.e., SparseMultiOCM, InputSparseMultiOCM, DenceMultiOCM). It can730

be observed that our 3 Deep Learning architectures detect effectively the tumor region (from left to right,

column 3 and 8) and its sub-regions: Red: Necrotic and Non-Enhancing tumor, Green: Peritumoral Edema,

Yellow: enhancing tumor, also, these architectures are able to detect and segment even small tumoral regions
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without any shift of the segmentation results to another spatial position (e.g. patient in row 2, 6, 10) as

shown in figure 8, Moreover, we can see that our post-processing techniques improved the spatial segmenta-735

tion results (from left to right, column 4, 5, 9 and 10).

The drawback of the first post-processing is not a patient-specific (Ben naceur et al., 2018) (i.e., for each

patient), but it is very effective when the brain tumor has only one connected region (i.e., one mass). The

performance and the precision of the segmentation results in figure 8 due to (1) the Overlapping Patches that740

introduce more context to the model; using different neighborhood around the same pixels help the CNNs

model to take into account several posterior probabilities (i.e., several decisions) which can be maximized

over all labels of the training dataset through the supervised learning process, thus the final prediction of

the pixel’s label of the CNNs model with respect to its parameters will be based on the vote of the majority

of decisions, and also due to (2) the technique of selective attention that is developed using the rule of745

interconnected modules, this technique plays a very important role of features maximization.

Finally, after the training and testing phases, it comes the step of deployment and production, where the

survived methods from the testing phase will be used in clinics to help the radiologists (see section 4.4.3).

4.4.3. Comparison of Training time and Inference time

Developing a Convolutional Neural Networks model and getting a fast Inference time is one of the chal-750

lenging issues known in the state-of-the-art. One of the factors that is very important to reduce the Inference

Table 7: Results of training time, and inference time and the number of parameters of the state-of-the-art segmentation methods with
our 3 proposed models which are noted by adding ”*” to the architecture’s name. ”-” indicates that the information is not provided in
the published paper.

Methods Inference time (seconds)(GPU) Inference time (seconds)(CPU) training time (hours)(architecture) # parameters

(Havaei et al., 2017) 180 (GPU) -(-) - (GPU) 802,368

(Chang, 2016) 93 (GPU) -(-) 2 (GPU) 130,400

Iterative average (HGG +

LGG)(Ellwaa et al., 2016)

- (-) -(-) - (-) -

DeepMedic + CRF (Kamnitsas et al.,

2017)

30 (GPU) -(-) 72 (GPU) -

(Zhao et al., 2018) 540 (GPU) -(-) 288 (GPU) -

3CNet (Ben naceur et al., 2018) 19.72 (GPU) -(-) 5 (GPU) 1,072,420

2D-3D model (Mlynarski et al., 2019) - (GPU) -(-) - (GPU) -

SparseMultiOCM* 10.77 (GPU) 18.51 (CPU) 1 (GPU) 127,876

InputSparseMultiOCM* 11.68 (GPU) 19.62 (CPU) 1 (GPU) 130,180

DenseMultiOCM* 15.98 (GPU) 24.55 (CPU) 1 (GPU) 181,124

time is the number of parameters (i.e., weights) as shown in this paper (Chen et al., 2014), where there is

a direct correlation between these two (i.e., the number of parameters and the Inference time). Moreover,

SparseMultiOCM architecture has 8 times less parameters compared to 3CNet (Ben naceur et al., 2018) with
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Figure 8: Illustration of three CNNs architectures segmentation results for Glioblastoma brain tumors with High-Grade and Low-Grade
Gliomas. Each row represents segmentation results of a different patient’s brain tumor from the axial view. From left to right: the first
five × twelve matrix are High-Grade Gliomas, and the second five × twelve matrix are Low-Grade Gliomas. Each architecture has 40
different images. The first and six columns are MR scans of different patients (we show Flair MRI modality only for simplicity), the
second and the seventh column are the Ground truth segmentation that are created by the radiologists, the third and the eighth columns
are the segmentation results of our 3 variants of CNNs architectures, the fourth and ninth column are the segmentation results of each
architecture + post-processing 1, the fifth and the tenth column are the segmentation results of each architecture + post-processing
1 +post-processing 2. Colors indicate the tumor regions: Black: Healthy and background, Red: Necrotic and Non-Enhancing tumor,
Green: Peritumoral Edema, Yellow: Enhancing tumor. Best viewed in color
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the same GPU, and we have noticed that the Inference time decreased to almost the half: 10.77 seconds755

where in (Ben naceur et al., 2018) is 19.72 seconds, in addition, the inference time on CPU decreased to

18.51 seconds, almost 7% faster. Also, the use of Overlapping Patches helps to reduce the Inference time due

to using small Patches; it is known that CNNs model is a set of feature maps that represent the extracted

features from the input data, and the use of small input Patches leads to obtain small feature maps, thus

getting small feature maps size means the reduce of the required computational time. Moreover, in (Szegedy760

et al., 2017) have shown that the use of skip connections helps to reduce the training time.

Table 7 shows a comparison of our three Deep Learning architectures with the state-of-the-art methods,

this comparison is based on 3 metrics: inference time, training time, and the number of parameters. Our

SparseMultiOCM architecture is the fastest method among all other methods that are described in the table

7, SparseMultiOCM could segment the whole brain tumor only in 10.77 seconds on GPU and 18.51 seconds765

on CPU, where the radiologist spends on average 4 hours (Kaus et al., 2001) to segment only one brain

tumor. However, SparseMultiOCM could segment 1415 brain tumor (i.e., 1415 patients) in the same period

of time (i.e., 4 hours). Also, it can be observed that our architectures (i.e., SparseMultiOCM, InputSparse-

MultiOCM, DenceMultiOCM) outperformed all methods that are cited in the table 7 in terms of inference

time (10.77, 11.68, 15.98 on GPU and 18.51, 19.62, 24.55 on CPU respectively) and the needed time for770

training (i.e., one hour of training on GPU) with a lower number of parameters.

SparseMultiOCM model decreased a lot the inference time, almost 16 times faster on GPU and 9 times faster

on CPU in comparison with the state-of-the-art methods such as (Havaei et al., 2017), and almost 50 times

faster on GPU and 29 times faster on CPU than the method of (Zhao et al., 2018). After getting the best

class-weights (see section 4.4.1), we needed almost one hour of training on GPU to get this segmentation per-775

formance in comparison with (Zhao et al., 2018), their CNNs model took 12 days (i.e., 288 hours) of training.

As a summary, the design of Deep CNNs architectures is very important, where as shown in Table 7

our proposed architectures (i.e., SparseMultiOCM, InputSparseMultiOCM, DenseMultiOCM) achieve the

tradeoff between the segmentation performance and the inference time. Moreover, the inference time on780

average 12 seconds on GPU and 20 seconds on CPU, i.e., the number of operations and parameters of

our proposed architectures are optimized to be executed on GPU and CPU in a small range of 14 seconds

compared to the state-of-the-art methods. The proposed design allows the architectures to reduce the

required time for the segmentation of the MRI images; our architectures design technique is different from

the other works (Chang, 2016; Ellwaa et al., 2016; Havaei et al., 2017; Kamnitsas et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2018;785

Ben naceur et al., 2018; Mlynarski et al., 2019), where they proposed computationally expensive architectures

even on GPU with a large memory. The advantage of our architectures is due to the features maximization

through selective attention technique, Overlapping patches technique and the rule of interconnected modules.
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In the following section, we explain more advantages and computational benefits of our proposed architectures

with more details.790

4.4.3.1 Computational benefits

In this paper, we reduced the training time in addition to the inference time (test time), to almost one hour

for the training time, and for the inference time on average 12 seconds on GPU and 20 seconds on CPU, these

computational benefits are due to: (1) an inspired architecture based on the selective attention technique

to maximize the feature representations and to reduce features redundancy, (2) we use two consecutive795

layers of convolution, where this technique has been proven that it gives a good performance in terms of

segmentation and speed (Ben naceur et al., 2018), (3) limited number of filters in each layer, as the use of

many filters at each layer may lead to redundant and duplicate features in the architecture, (4) also the use

of fully convolutional networks (Long et al., 2015) instead of fully connected layers as the classifier, helped

the architecture to give accurate results and to reduce the training time due to sparse connectivity, (5) the800

use of skip connections helps to reduce the time of training (Szegedy et al., 2017), (6) applying convolution to

multi-resolution features after applying Max-pooling and Up-sampling allows us to detect relevant features

with lower parameters and operations, in addition, this technique contributed to reduce the inference time

(7) and finally, the use of small filters (3 x 3) have proved in (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014b) that they

keep a lot of information and reduce the number of multiplications between the input (or the previous layer)805

and the large number of filters. Moreover, the metrics of inference time and training time in addition to the

number of parameters are very important when it comes to production and deployment of these methods

in real practice clinics and hospitals with real MRI images. To focus on the effectiveness of Deep learning

models, we measured the metric of Dice whole density, i.e., Dice whole divided by the number of parameters.

The best model is the one that has a high Dice whole density, in other words, the model that uses effectively810

its parameters. Measuring information density is one of the most used metrics to measure the effectiveness of

deep learning models; information density shows us the ability of each model to use its parameters efficiently

(Canziani et al., 2016), (Bianco et al., 2018). In figure 9.a, we can clearly see that the most efficient models

among the state-of-the-art are SparseMultiOCM, (Chang, 2016) and InputSparseMultiOCM, where their

Dice whole density is greater than 6.66. Also, from the figure 9.b of density information, it can be seen that815

although 3CNet (Ben naceur et al., 2018) and (Havaei et al., 2017) have a large number of parameters but

they do not take the advantage of their capacity in the learning process; these models have a huge number

of parameters that do not contribute to the segmentation results. Moreover, our proposed SparseMultiOCM

model is efficiently designed for the given task (brain tumor segmentation problem), it achieved the highest

Dice whole density score among the state-of-the-art methods with 9x less parameters.820
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Figure 9: Dice whole density (a) and Dice whole vs. Dice whole density (b). Dice whole Density metric gives us an insight about the
efficiency of each model. Missing models are due to the lack of parameter numbers in their published papers. Best viewed in color.

5. Discussions and conclusion

In this paper, we presented a fully automatic brain tumor segmentation method using End-to-End Deep

Convolutional Neural Networks. To build a Deep neural network architecture more robust and based on an

inspiration far from the limited choices (features maps, kernels, strides, activation functions, connectivity

between layers), we proposed a Deep CNNs architecture inspired from selective attention technique of the825

Occipito-temporal pathway. This inspiration allowed to develop a selective attention model in three variants

of CNNs architectures (i.e. SparseMultiOCM, InputSparseMultiOCM, DenseMultiOCM), where these archi-

tectures demonstrated their segmentation performances in Multi-modal MRI images of low- and high-grade

Glioma patients and through BRATS online evaluation system.

The first step of our brain tumor segmentation pipeline is to a find a pre-processing method to enhance the830

quality of MRI images, where we proposed three steps of pre-processing, then we demonstrated that these

steps improve the segmentation results. After that, we post-processed the segmentation results of CNNs

architectures by two steps: removing small connected-components (regions) less than 110 pixels, then, we

proposed a morphological opening operator with a structuring element showing its performance in figure 8

and tables 3 - 5.835

Our three variants of CNNs architectures are built upon 2D Axial images Patches, where these Patches are

equally and randomly sampled from the training dataset, i.e. each class has the same number of Patches.

Moreover, using 2D CNNs helped to solve partially the issue of long rang context. Also, this technique

of generating these image Patches in addition to using a Weighted Cross-entropy loss function during the
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training helped to avoid the class-imbalance problem. Moreover, to obtain the correct number of distribution840

for each class, we conducted an experimental analysis of the effect of Class-Weighting on the segmentation

results.

We also proposed a new Overlapping Patches technique, this technique helps our three variants CNNs archi-

tectures to build a relationship among the image Patches which led these architectures to take into account

the larger context without using larger Patches. Also, through the table 2, we have demonstrated that using845

Overlapping Patches is better than using Adjacent Patches to train CNNs architectures.

Our proposed CNNs architectures are based on the rule of interconnected modules which are connected by

skip connections to build the technique of selective attention that plays a very important role of maximizing

the features representation inside the architectures. Where short skip connections inside the same module

help to complete the missing information during pooling layers and convolution striding and long skip con-850

nections between two modules encourage the features reuse which help the architectures to combine low-level

and high-level features and to better locate the boundaries of the tumor regions.

The advantages of our proposed CNNs architectures (i) first the segmentation results of these architectures

on the four metrics (i.e. Dice, Sensitivity, Specificity, Hausdorff distance) are similar to radiologist experts,

also our method InputSparceMultiOCM* + Post-processing 1 surpassed the human rater (i.e. radiologist)855

for the Mean Dice score metric on the Enhancing tumor class. (ii) The efficient design of our proposed

CNNs architectures in addition to slice-by-slice segmentation technique, makes these three variants not only

computationally efficient but also these architectures segment the whole brain and save the patient’s life on

average 12 seconds on GPU and 20 seconds on CPU, on the other hand, the segmentation mission takes from

the radiologist on average 4 hours to obtain the segmentation results. (iii) These architectures are an End-860

to-End Deep Leaning approach, and fully automatic without any user interventions. (iv) DenseMultiOCM

architecture with Post-processing 1 & Post-processing 2 is the best architecture in terms of segmentation

results, while SparseMultiOCM achieved the tradeoff between the number of parameters and the dice whole

score, this tradeoff is measured by dice whole density score. Moreover, these two CNNs architectures are

suitable for adopting in research and as a part of different clinical settings.865

Finally, the obtained results illustrate that our three variants architectures achieved the state-of-the-art per-

formance on both accuracy and speed, and give a very accurate result for the segmentation of Glioblastomas

tumors, also these architectures detect effectively the tumor regions and its subregions even small regions as

shown in figure 8. In addition, our experimental results show that the proposed Deep Learning architectures

improved the segmentation results and this improvement is demonstrated through a separated validation870

dataset with real MRI images.

As a perspective of this research, we intend to investigate the 3D Overlapping Patches of Axial, Sagittal

and Coronal views to further improve the tumor segmentation performance. Moreover, to solve the prob-
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lem of CNN performance degradation during the training on heterogeneous data such as BRATS dataset,

our future study is to build a new type of architecture to generate a synthetic data to take into account875

different clinical scenarios. The implementation of our method will be made publicly available online on

https://github.com/MostefaBen.
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